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Serving Individuals in a Community
Serving the senior 
community is both a 
privilege and a challenge. 
Like any community, 
ours is made up of 
individuals, each 
with a distinctive set 
of experiences, goals 
and skills; each facing 
life’s opportunities and 
obstacles in their own 
way. Aging is universal, 
but the way each of us 
age is unique.

Every May, the Administration for Community 
Living leads the celebration of Older Americans 
Month. This year’s theme focuses on how older 
adults can age in their communities, living 
independently for as long as possible and 
participating in ways they choose. At Menorah 
Park, it’s an opportunity to focus on the roles 
that seniors play in our lives, and to tell the 
stories of how some of the unique individuals in 
our community are aging their way.

Our cover story shares several lives from across our 
campuses, of seniors living in different circumstances, 
who face life in accordance with their gifts and 
temperaments. Despite their unique circumstances, there 
are several aspects of aging that seem to be universal.
We never stop finding sources of joy that bring meaning to 
our lives. Even when limitations keep us from performing 
an activity, we can still draw pleasure and significance 
from experiencing the activity. Family and extended 
family, friends, and community are persistently cited as 
being crucial to successful aging. And many of our seniors 
truly appreciate the programs and technologies that 
maintain and further our important social connections.
Finally, our seniors remain committed to contributing 
to the community, and especially to the happiness and 
well-being of others. They teach classes, counsel and 
console those in need, and share the wisdom of a lifetime 
of experience. 
We remain dedicated to providing care to the community 
as a  whole, while recognizing that each of us – with our 
distinctive gifts and needs – is a valued individual. Please 
join us in this issue as we celebrate our common cause and 
our unique potentials.
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Menorah Park

Happy Mother's Day and Father's Day to 
the parents in our community. To add to 

family members’ expressions of love, staff 
members are creating special moments 
and mementos in the days surrounding 
the occasions. Check with staff for more 

information on specific celebrations.
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

continued on page 4

Older adults hold vital roles in our communities. 
Whether it’s as family members and friends, 
mentors and volunteers, or civic leaders and 
members of the workforce, they contribute to our 
community in many positive ways. Just as every 
person is unique, so too is how they age and how 
they choose to do it—there is no “right” way to age.

Lou and Barbara Kusner

Lou and Barbara Kusner
Better Together
Lou and Barbara Kusner are 
choosing to age their way at 
The R.H. Myers Apartments. 

“My mother was very adamant 
that she did not want to live in a 
nursing home or assisted living. 
She wanted to live and die in 
her home.” Barbara said, “I, on 
the other hand, can’t imagine 
staying in a home and having 
so much to take care of. Here at 
R.H. Myers all I have to do is get 
up and breathe, the rest is taken 
care of for me! I don’t have to 
worry about cooking, cleaning, or 
anything else. All my time is mine 
and I can spend it how I want.”

Not only did Lou and 
Barbara find they had 
more time to themselves 
living at R.H. Myers, they 
also found a community. 

“I have a group 
of ladies that 
I like to play 
rummy with,” 
says Barbara. 
“They’re really 
great; when 
Lou went to 
the hospital a 
little while ago they all 
came together to keep 
me company and help 
take my mind off of 
everything and keep me 
busy. The community 

here is incredible. They encourage 
you to stay active and have so 
many different activities you can 
participate in.”

Edward Gurwitz
The Social Medium
For Edward Gurwitz, aging 
is another new experience. 
“Personally, I find that aging does 
not change the essence of who you 
are but there are changes based on 
experiences and mechanics of the 

body. For example, my short term 
memory is not what it used to 
be, but I’ve learned to improvise. 
It’s important to me about how I 
project getting older to my great-
grandkids,” he said.
With his wife no longer with him, 
Edward has had to find new ways 
to meet his social needs. “My 
doctor mentioned that I could 
benefit from mental stimulation 
at the Menorah Park Mandel 
Adult Day Center,” he said. “Aging 
today, we have the freedom to 
interact the way we choose. I 
am very social and interact with 
people for fulfillment, it’s the 
medium I find I need.”

Edward Gurwitz
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“We can’t change the world, but I 
think of it as a painting made up 
of a lot of dots. We do have the 
ability to change one or two of 
them and make a difference. How 
the whole painting turns out, we’ll 
have to wait and see.”

Dr. Leonard Sweet and  
Bob Stovsky
The Joy of Yiddish
Dr. Leonard Sweet (Laib ha- 
kohn) and Bob Stovsky (Ruven 
Laiv ha kohn) discovered that 
they had a common passion – the 
love of Yiddish. They joined forces 
to lead Yiddish classes for their 
fellow residents of Stone Gardens. 
At these events, Bob talks about 
the language while Leonard shares 
the music. 
“Our most recent talk got a pretty 
good crowd. Many people still 
come up to us asking when the 
next session will be. They really 
seemed to enjoy it and we’re glad 
to share our love of the language 
and work on any ways to enhance 
the program,” said Bob. “I get a 
real kick out of speaking and the 
level of interest keeps me going. 
There is a need and we are happy 
to fulfill it.”
Leonard, whose primary interest 

is Yiddish music, said, 
“Yiddish was spoken 
in my house by my 
grandparents and great-
grandparents. When 
I went to school, the 
only language spoken 
there was Yiddish. It 
emphasized the culture 
at the time. I find it 
important to revive and 
restore the language to 
greater common use.”
A Yiddish class will be held on 
May 11 at 2 p.m. 

Ida and Stanley Rosen
Getting By  
with a Little Help
Stanley and Ida Rosen decided 
that aging their way meant living 
with assistance.“I have had some 
health issues throughout the 
years, but I still like to stay active,” 
said Ida. “I love participating in 
activities and with my friends at 
Wiggins Place.” Stanley added, 
“The thing that surprised me most 
about aging is that I outlived all 
of my brothers. I’m the youngest 
of five boys. I wish I could still 
take brisk walks, but I just don’t 
have the strength for it anymore. 
I’m currently in therapy trying to 
build up the strength in my legs,” 

said Stanley 
Ida agrees, “The staff at 
Wiggins really watches 
out for us. We have the 
nursing department 
there if we need them 
and the therapists have 
been instrumental in 
helping us when we have 
needed it.”
Although their mobility 
and health may have 
changed while aging, 

their activities have not. “Stanley 
and I both are gamers. We love 
the casinos, playing black jack, 
canasta and Stanley enjoys bingo,” 
said Ida. Stanley adds, “My love 
of music has been a constant and 
key element that has brought 
happiness to my life. I started as 
a music teacher and played in 
many bands throughout the years. 
When the Klezmer Band comes to 
perform at Wiggins, they let me 
play the tambourine with them!”  

Emily Fleisher
A Rich Life
“I started losing some of my 
mobility and it made sense to 
move in order to be closer to 
family in Beachwood. I found my 
new home at Menorah Park,” said 
Emily Fleisher. “I’ve decorated 
my room with things connected 
to many fond memories and rich 
stories, things that help or that 
make me laugh, and pictures of 
family and friends. I’ve carved 
out a life here. I am getting 
good care and I applaud the 
care team for their kindness and 
professionalism.”
Emily learned to care for others 
from the example her parents set, 
“My late parents Florence and 
Meyer were so supportive. They 

Dr. Leonard Sweet and Bob Stovsky

Ida and Stanley Rosen
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We Can’t Stop the Clock – But We CAN Age Better

Though we must accept 
the reality that we begin 

to age as soon as we are 
born, maintaining good 
mental health as we age can 
ease progression into and 
throughout older adulthood. 
Despite some beliefs, older 
adults as a whole are not an 
inactive group that cannot 
change old habits.  We’ve seen 
throughout the pandemic and 
in reports from other times in 

our history that older people are better at adapting 
to new situations because previous experience has 
taught them what does and does not work when 
facing a change or challenge.
Aging can be a time for continued growth and 
development. We do not stop learning when we hit 
age 65. Lifestyle changes are possible at any age and 
can have a significant effect on our mental health and 
overall wellbeing.
Menorah Park Vice President 
of Medical Affairs, Dr. Jessica 
Coleman, provides advice that 
may help all of us live better. 
“The first step to changing long-term bad habits is 
to recognize that there is a habit!” Dr. Coleman says. 
“For example, you may have a less-than-healthy 
snack every night before bed or drink a third cup of 
coffee before dinner. Once you identify the habit, the 
next step can be to identify a healthier version rather 
than cutting it out altogether. You might replace 
the snack with something like a fruit or vegetable or 
even with a quick walk around the block. Try a decaf 
beverage or glass of water rather than excess caffeine 
late in the day.”
Another important step to changing a habit is 
documentation. Write down the habit you want to 
change, then the plan, then the steps you make to 
complete the plan. Having this record of even the 
smallest changes can help you to recognize and 
celebrate your progress.
The research showing the important link between 
physical and mental health is growing by the year. Dr. 
Coleman explains,  “We know that older adults with 

heart disease who have untreated depression have 
worse outcomes and that these same individuals have 
a higher rate of depression at baseline. Recognizing 
this important link can go a long way in developing a 
plan for healthy aging.
“The annual physical is your opportunity to meet with 
your healthcare provider and develop a plan for the 
next year that meets your individual goals. This visit 
is also important to preventing poor health outcomes. 
Screening for easily treated and managed health 
problems like high blood pressure, high cholesterol or 
diabetes can identify early changes and prevent long-
term problems.”
Dr. Coleman says that we shouldn’t believe the myth 
that older adults need less sleep. “Our bodies, at any 
age, require sleep to repair and prepare for the next 
day leading to improved cognition. A consistent good 
night of sleep leads to improved memory, decreased 
medication usage, reduced risk of depression, 
better heart health, decreased fall risk and a healthy 
weight.”

A good quality diet, one that 
consistently includes green leafy 
vegetables and lean proteins, has 
been shown to decrease the risk 
for and symptoms of depression. 

Having an active social network has also been shown 
to improve mental health outcomes and decrease risk 
of poor outcomes from chronic diseases. 
“Mental health challenges may present differently in 
the older adult,” says Dr. Coleman. “You may notice 
mild confusion, difficulty concentrating, weight loss, 
memory loss or unexplained fatigue and difficulty 
sleeping. Also important to note are decreased 
motivation and withdrawing socially. 
“The first steps to getting help during a mental health 
struggle are often the hardest. Talk to someone – a 
friend or family member, but especially a healthcare 
professional. Like any other health problem, 
depression is a condition that can be supported and 
treated.”
The CDC suggests that depressive disorders can 
impair daily functioning and adversely affect the 
treatment of other chronic diseases. That’s why it’s so 
important for us to care for our mental and emotional 
wellbeing, as well as our physical health.

Dr. Jessica Coleman 
Vice President of  
Medical Affairs

Lifestyle changes are possible 
at any age and can have a 
significant effect on our mental 
health and overall wellbeing.
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Thank you to all who are 
supporting Shining Star 

CLE 2022. This annual event 
to benefit memory care services 
and programs offered by 
Menorah Park shines a spotlight 
on talented local high school 
students, and gives them an 
opportunity to win college 
scholarships.
Students with 2023-2026 
graduation dates from Ashtabula, 
Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain, 

Medina, Portage, Stark, Summit and Wayne counties 
are eligible! All genres of music are welcome. There 
is no fee to enter. Students can upload an audition 
video on our secure website by June 30, 2022.

Shining Star CLE 2022

Brian Sokol 
Chief 

Development 
Officer

Awarded scholarships include:
• First Place wins a $10,000 college scholarship 

and an opportunity to perform with the Cleveland 
Pops Orchestra

• Second Place wins a $5,000 college scholarship
• Third Place wins a $2,500 college scholarship
• Fourth Place wins a $1,000 college scholarship
• BONUS - $2,500 to the music department of the 

first-place winner
Save the date – Sunday, September 11, 2022 at 
7 p.m. – for the Finals Performance & Competition. 
This year, we’re happy to be able to safely gather on 
the stage of the prestigious Mimi Ohio Theatre at 
Playhouse Square to experience an evening filled with 
gifted young singers to support a worthy cause.
Visit www.shiningstarcle.org for details.

Know a High School Student Who Loves to Sing? 

Cheer them on to audition for Shining Star CLE 2022 
where $18,500 is awarded in college scholarships! 
In its sixth year, this unique solo-singing competition gives high school students 
from NE Ohio the chance to compete for college scholarships and be part of an  
exciting evening at the live Finals Performance and Competition on Sunday,  
September 11 at 7 p.m. at the Mimi Ohio Theatre at Playhouse Square.   
It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3!
1. All participants must have a high school graduation date of 2023-2026
2.  No entry fees and all music genres are welcome!
3.  Contestants record themselves singing their favorite song and upload their  

 video audition (three minutes max) to shiningstarcle.org through  
 Thursday, June 30, 2022 (at 11:59 p.m.) 

HONORARY CO-CHAIR:  
Larry Mack

EVENT CO-CHAIRS: 
Nancy & Ira Goffman
Judy & David Kaufman
Audrey & Kenny Koblitz
Carmie & Todd Stein
Judy & Steve Willensky

Visit shiningstarcle.org for details on auditioning, sponsorship and donor  
opportunities and Playbill ad sales. Or contact Jane Furth at the Menorah  
Park Foundation at 216. 839.6688 or jfurth@menorahpark.org. 

This event is a benefit for 
memory care services and 
programs offered by
Menorah Park with 
locations in Beachwood 
and Chagrin Falls.

CLE 2022

shiningstarcle.org

Menorah Park

Presented by KeyBank
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B’Nai Mitzvah

We are both honored and grateful that cousins Skylar 
Hurwitz and Ben Jacob chose to share their Mitzvah 

project with the Menorah Park community. Skylar and Ben 
designed handmade cards with creative messages to deliver 
to residents at Montefiore and Menorah Park. The cheerful 
cards spread joy and brought smiles to residents, letting 
them know how important they are to the community. 
Skylar and Ben were inspired by memories of loved ones 
connected to both locations, adding personal meaning to 
the heartfelt action corresponding to their B’Nai Mitzvah. 
Skylar has been invited to join the Teen Philanthropy Board 
when she becomes a high school student.

Skylar, her mom Deb and grandmother Susan delivered 
hundreds of cards, each with creative designs and warm 

thoughtful messages, on behalf of Skylar and Ben.

Foundation Chief Development Officer and 
Vice-President Brian Sokol shared additional 
appreciation for the monetary gift Skylar also 

presented in honor of her special day.
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Hospice care is an interdisciplinary approach 
whose goal is to optimize quality of life. 

Hospice care relieves suffering by managing physical 
symptoms while providing for emotional, social and 
spiritual care. It also provides support for family and 
caregivers during a crucial and difficult time.
Studies show that when someone enrolls with 
hospice care, both quality of life and duration of life 
expectancy improve. It’s a six-month benefit, and if 
individuals and families can utilize it earlier on, their 
burdens can be eased by the physical, spiritual and 
emotional support provided by the hospice team.
Most of the individuals who get admitted to hospice 
do so just before they die, leaving them and their 
loved ones to experience only a few days of comfort 
care and improved quality of life. According to an 
article published by the National Library of Medicine, 
“less than half of all individuals who die in the United 
States receive hospice care.”
Individuals can be enrolled in hospice for at least the 
last 6 months of life and entering earlier rather than 
later in the course of illness has many advantages. 
Here are some of the benefits of early hospice 
admission.
Improved quality of life
Because hospice care focuses on the wellbeing of 
the whole person—physical, mental, emotional, and 
spiritual—earlier admission to hospice means that 
the individual can experience more quality time 
with loved ones. There is also a greater opportunity 
to contemplate what matters most in life and voice 
those needs and desires since the person is kept 
comfortable and experiences less stress and anxiety 
during the final months of life.
Better pain and symptom control
When the hospice team has the opportunity to care for 
an individual over the course of several months they 
have time to provide personalized management of pain 
and other symptoms. Because the team gets to know 
the person’s particular needs quite well, medications 
can be adjusted over time so that the  person 
experiences as much relief and comfort as possible.
Access to medical supplies and equipment
Hospice care includes the provision of necessary 
supplies and equipment, such as a hospital bed, 
commode or wheelchair so that individuals can be 

supported at home with greater ease.  Earlier access 
to these items is beneficial to caregivers as they cope 
with the increasing needs of their loved ones.
Bereavement support 
Studies have shown that anticipatory grief counseling 
is helpful to work through emotional issues before 
death occurs. Earlier hospice admission allows 
time for the team to offer this type of bereavement 
support, which can lessen the overall grief 
experienced by family members.
Fewer hospital and ICU admissions
It goes without saying that individuals who get 
admitted to hospice earlier in the course of illness 
receive care at home and are much less likely to be 
admitted to a hospital or ICU in a state of crisis. They 
are also more likely to die in the comfort of their own 
home surrounded by loved ones.
More days of life
Contrary to the popular perception that being 
admitted to hospice will lead to earlier death, studies 
have shown that hospice patients live longer than 
those with a similar diagnosis who do not receive 
hospice care. In fact, hospice patients who are 
admitted early enough in the course of illness have 
been shown to live 29 days longer than others. Those 
extra days are spent in greater comfort and with 
improved quality of life.

Care Sooner, Rather Than Later, Improves Quality of Life

continued on page 9

Monica Cox, 
Administrator & 

Director of Hospice 
& Palliative Care, 

invites you to meet her 
leadership team

Dr. Alexander 
Beylinson, 

Medical 
Director

Rochelle 
Montgomery, 
Clinical & QA 

Supervisor

Julie Seed,  
Nurse  

Practitioner
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Earlier enrollment in hospice is far more 
beneficial than a last-minute admission 
in a state of crisis. But this kind of care is 
only possible when patients, caregivers 
and providers are aware of the benefits 
and make it a priority. It’s important to 
plan ahead for these difficult decisions, 
document preferences in writing, and have 
conversations about the best care we can 
imagine for the end of life.
Monica Cox is Administrator and Director of 
Vinney Palliative Care & Hospice of Menorah 
Park. She can be reached at 216.910.2763 or  
mcox@menorahpark.org.
Studies cited are published in the American 
Journal of Hospice and Palliative Medicine®

continued from page 8

Aging Gratefully

Susan Wyner is aging her way.  Her family is her 
greatest source of joy, especially her husband, 

children and grandchildren.  But she’s also grateful 
for the many opportunities afforded to seniors now 
that weren’t available to her own grandparents.  
“There’s a lot about the way our society is organized 
now,” she says, “that contributes to people being able 
to get as much out of their senior years as they can.”
Susan knows that staying active is crucial to 
maintaining the highest quality of life possible. “For 
years, I worked at a desk and was stationary most of 
the time. Now I’m retired, very much enjoying my 
retirement, and trying to stay active,” she says. Susan 
continues to study and learn, and even teaches a class 
online. She also remains physically active by exercising.
After attending one event at the Peter B. Lewis 
Aquatic & Therapy Center, she became a regular 
attendee.  Susan says, “I had been getting newsletters 
from Menorah Park and Lewis Aquatic for a while, 
even before I started using it.  They had offered a 
lecture on avoiding injuries, I attended it, and found 
out through that one lecture how many different 
kinds of activities I could participate in at the Center.”
The Peter B. Lewis Aquatic & Therapy Center offers 
a variety of exercise opportunities for members 
including land exercise equipment, a warm water pool 
for aquatic exercise, personal training, supervised 

exercise programs and group exercise classes. Susan 
says, “I started doing exercise there and found that to 
be very rewarding. It was very helpful, and I now take 
a class there on a regular basis. I love that they offer 
one-on-one exercise because it’s tailored to the older 
person and it helped me exercise safely. It’s built up 
my strength and improved my balance.”
In addition to general health and wellness programs, 
the Peter B. Lewis Aquatic & Therapy Center offers 
physical, occupational and speech therapy. Susan has 
also taken advantage of these services working with 
the Center’s occupational therapist, Kathy Ondak.  
“I started having arthritis pain and that’s when I 
met Kathy.” Kathy is also a certified hand therapist, 
meaning she specializes in the assessment, planning 
and treatment of the hand, wrist, elbow and shoulder 
girdle to prevent dysfunction and restore function 
to enhance an individual’s ability to participate fully 
in life situations. Common conditions that hand 
therapists treat include osteoarthritis, rheumatoid 
arthritis, fractures and dislocations, carpal tunnel 
syndrome, dupuytren’s contracture, tendonitis, 
complex regional pain syndrome and traumatic 
injuries. Susan successfully worked with Kathy to 
address her arthritis pain in her wrist and hand.  
“Now whenever the arthritis starts up, I know how 
to continue to go about my business safely, which is 
wonderful.”

EXCELLENCE IN CARING®

Serving You
Through Many Resources and 

Residential Communities
Post-Hospital Care

Rehab Therapy & Aquatics
Assisted & Independent Living

Memory Care Services
Long-Term Care

Home Health Services
Adult Day and Respite Care

Palliative & Hospice Care

MenorahPark.org | 216-831-6500
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provided nurturing and support to 
my sister Lynn and me. They were 
true role models.”
Emily’s parents were in the 
furniture business, but being 
in retail was not her calling. 
Helping others and mentoring 

was, and it’s instinctive that 
she is still that person now as 
someone content in her new 
community. “As a professional, I 
was a rehab counselor and I find 
that I continue to use those skills 
in purposeful ways. It’s part of 
who I am to be a good listener, to 
comfort and lift others up. They in 
turn lift me up.” 
“I love reminiscing, especially at 
this stage of my life. Reminiscing 
is not about living in the past, it’s 
about experiencing the pleasure of 
a rich life, fondly drinking in joyful 
memories, sharing, and connecting 
with my family and friends.” 

Catherine Young
The Simple Things
Age forces change on all of us, 
but Catherine Young hasn’t let 
that stop her from enjoying life. “I 
have always been a very physical 
person,” she says. “I was a figure 

skater for years , a golfer, 
a gardener, I played the 
piano … then all of a 
sudden I couldn’t do it 
anymore. So I’m dealing 
with it – putting one 
foot in front of the other 

– albeit a little 
slower and with 
some creeks and 
I try very hard 
to keep moving.”
Catherine has been a 
Montefiore resident 
for over 6 years. She 
reflects, “My sister still 
lives in her house and 
she’s alone. At times, she 
finds it frightening and 
shares that she envies 
me – having staff and 

others around at all times of the 
day to console and support if life 
feels a bit frightening. 
People around to 
support and care 
is very helpful to 
my wellbeing. Even 
In the middle of 
the night if I need 
something – someone 
is there. That’s 
comforting.”
With windows 
overlooking the 
courtyard, Catherine 
is able to watch and 
enjoy nature. She 
has a lifelong love of 
nature, art, music and 
dance, and she still 
finds ways to enjoy 
them. “If I am feeing 
stress, I put on two 
of my favorite piano 
concertos and let the 

continued from page 4
Age My Way

Catherine Young

Nature lovers from The Weils (l to r) Alina 
Urbassik, Dolores Peck and Mathilda Kolt

For the Love of Nature
Residents of The Weils of Menorah Park 
frequent Frohring Meadows to enjoy the 
beautiful serene peacefulness and abundant 
wildlife.  On any day our residents experience 
crawling creations to the many species of 
birds in their natural lush habitat. 

Emily Fleisher

music wash over me.”
She also finds joy in her son, her 
extended family and friends. 
Catherine has a clear and simple 
message: “Don’t be afraid of 
getting older. Let yourself do what 
you can and let go of what you 
can’t do. Remove the negative.”
You can read the full 
stories of everyone featured 
in this article online at 
MenorahPark.org.
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Happy
Holidays

Lewis Aquatic Iditarod Challenge

This past month, the Peter B. Lewis Aquatic & Therapy Center 
completed their very own Iditarod challenge! The 975-mile simulated 

race from Anchorage to Nome encouraged participates to be active 
for every mile. The race had 25 participants from the Center’s health 
maintenance program ranging in ages from 37 to 94. The race is a fun and 
competitive way to help promote exercise and wellness for members. 
Racers earned miles by completing exercise while at the Center that 
included using the recumbent stair stepper, bikes, and treadmills.  
Members also earned miles by completing laps in the Center’s warm 
water pool. Additional bonus miles were awarded to participants who 
prioritized other wellness activities as well, such as meditation, using 
good sleep habits, and donating to causes that were important to them.
First and second place winners, Gail & Dan Berteau, committed to 
exercising five days a week in the fitness center and pool to consistently 
earn miles. They built up an early lead in the race and finished well 
ahead of the pack.
Marcy Joublanc edged out a close third place finish after she had nearly 
conceded when she thought that another racer had her beat. Ultimately, 
she pushed through and made a comeback to finish in third place.  
Marcy also brought the simulated race its mascot, a blow-up husky 
named Ida.
Iditarod tradition awards the last place finisher a red lantern, 
symbolizing their perseverance and determination to finish the race.  
Harriet Gould was awarded the red lantern for the Lewis Aquatic 
Iditarod, embracing it with appreciation and her usually wit.
Congratulations to these 
winners and thank you to 
all of our participants who 
helped to make this a fun 
and competitive event to 
promote health and wellness 
at the Center. Programs like 
the Iditarod are just one of 
many perks that members at 
the Peter B. Lewis Aquatic 
& Therapy Center enjoy.  
The Peter B. Lewis Aquatic 
& Therapy Center offers 
land & aquatic exercise 
through independent & 
supervised memberships, 
personal training and group 
classes. Sign up for one of 
our membership programs 
to start your own wellness 
journey and join us in our next 
competition!

Winners from left to right: Marcy 
Joublanc (3rd place), Gail Berteau (1st 
place), and Daniel Berteau (2nd place)

After a busy Passover, chometz 
is back in use, and your 
Passover recipes are stashed 
away, but still there is a busy 
Jewish calendar ahead of us. 
Please check your location’s life 
enrichment calendar for times 
of programs and services.
Beginning the evening 
of Wednesday, May 4, 
Yom HaAtazamut, Israeli 
Independence Day, is 
celebrated with various 
concerts on campus celebrating 
Israeli song and dance, and 
this year featured Yiddish Cup 
performing live in the Piazza. 
The second night of Passover 
starts the annual cycle of 
the Counting of the Omer, 
night by night, reaching first 
Lag B’Omer, beginning the 
evening of Wednesday, May 
18, after 33 days and then on 
the culmination of 7 weeks, 
the holiday of the giving of the 
Torah, Shavuot.  
Beginning the evening of 
Saturday, June 4, Shavuot is 
celebrated with a marathon of 
Torah learning classes around 
the campuses, and residents 
setting goals to complete 
sections of learning of Hebrew/ 
English texts. Residents gather 
to read from the Torah and 
observe the festival prayers, 
and the Yizkor memorial 
prayer service will occur at the 
conclusion of the holiday.
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Come Celebrate Older American’s Month
Aging My Way Through Music
Reservations are required and seating is limited. For reservations, 
contact Laura Blair at lblair@menorahpark.org or 216.360.8202.
An Evening of Music at Wiggins Place Assisted Living
Wednesday May 11 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Enjoy music by Cliff Habian, who covers a variety of styles with a 
special emphasis on jazz and classical as well as the “Great American 
Songbook.” 
Dueling Pianos at The R.H. Myers Apartments
Sunday May 22 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Two pianists will play everything from soft rock to jazz and more,  
with a splash of comedy. Audience participation is encouraged.  
Heavy hors d’oeuvres.*
Music and Health Benefits at Stone Gardens Assisted Living
Wednesday May 25 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Join us for a complimentary breakfast and interactive presentation with 
Dr. Jessica Coleman DO CMD, Menorah Park medical director, and 
Melissa Onabajo MT-BC, music therapist. Learn how you can intertwine 
music in your everyday routine to strengthen your minds and bodies.
Screenings and masks are mandatory for all guests.
*Kosher dietary laws observed


